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CURRICULUM PLANNING

GAMES & ACTIVITIES
At iPEPlanner, we believe that Physical Education
isn’t just an essential tool for fitness but an
extension of day to day school. When our fully
qualified Primary School Teachers planned the
lessons for iPEPlanner, they wanted to make
them time manageable, effective and fun!
Overview
The way to achieve high standards in any subject is through
planning, implementing and assessing. A huge amount of
work has gone into ensuring that every aspect of iPEPlanner
relates to today’s school. On the reverse of this leaflet, each
topic represents different progression from Reception to
Year 6, so you can clearly see the development being made.
As well as unit progression, the learning objective within each
topic also advances. Our game’s are all skill based so if you
are throwing and catching, this will be done within a variety
of disciplines: Netball, Basketball and Dodgeball are just
some examples.

Our Inspiration
The national curriculum is our inspiration and guidance, which
we incorporate into every unit and lesson area. We believe
that is it our responsibility to ensure students learn new skills,
achieve their goals and progress to meet the standards of
the curriculum. However, at iPEPlanner we understand that
students do not learn at the same rate or level so we ensure
that there are steps to help every student progress to their
full potential and to the best of their ability.
I’ve always loved P.E. but this term I’ve really enjoyed it
and all my friends have too!
Student Age 9
A Healthy Lifestyle
While healthy living and a good balanced diet is our own
responsibility, we believe that we have a duty to make sure
all students have enough knowledge to understand how to
make healthy choices for themselves. As with other areas
of iPEPlanner, “Healthy Lifestyles” is a theme which runs
throughout and is progressed on unit after unit, year after
year.

Please see overleaf
for Games Planner Chart
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iPEPLANNER
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Has confidence to take part in lesson

Ball Control

Can move the beanbag high and low

■

Has basic agility

■

■

■

Can work with others to solve tasks

Fielding

Understands basic map reading skills

Can work competitively under pressure

■

Can create games with minimal equipment

■

■

Man move in order to catch a ball

■

Olympic Training

Able to implement tactics

Can throw to a partner with good accuracy

■

Understands the importance of positioning

Understands the basic roles of the main muscles

■

Understands how oxygen is moved around the body

Thinking Aloud

Can hit the ball toward a partner

■

Has good fitness levels

Signs of
Being Active

Running
and Jumping

Assess students during session or later

Track and monitor progress

Technique

Enjoyment

Broad Range
of Skills

How the
Body Works

Being an Athlete

Striking and
Exploring

Thinking Aloud

Over the Net

Dribbling
to Invade

Passing for
Possession

Year 3

Attacking and
Defending

Link Skills
to Actions

Communicating

My Muscles

Record Breaking

Fielding

Decisions

Returning

Dribbling,
Movement
and Teamwork

Passing
and Moving

Year 4

The UK’s first fully interactive P.E. Planner, Tracker and Assessment Tool

Exploring
Striking and
Fielding

Leadership

Accuracy
and Relays

Invasion
in a Team

Invasion - Rules
and Concepts

Year 5

www.ipep.co.uk

Tactics

Recognition of How
to Improve

Development of
Understanding

Maintaining
and Gaining
Fitness Levels

Olympic Training

Generate ongoing assessment report

Increasing
Challenging
Situations

Participating in
Team Games

Competitiveness

Healthy Eating

Movements

Group Games

Rule Making

Striking for
Accuracy

Kicking and
Dribbling

Sending
and Receiving

Year 2

Contact Us Today To Book A Demonstration

Easily plan P.E for the entire year

Agility and Balance

■

Has good jumping techniques

Cone, Hoops,
Quotes and All
Things Gold

Co-ordination

■

Has good technique with varies throws

Partner Games

Creative Play

Balancing
and Control

Ball Control

Range of Activities

■

Can recognise area for improvement with running styles

Turn Taking on
our Holidays

Fun Games
with Family
and Friends

Bats and Balls
at the Circus

Ball Skills
at the Zoo

Throwing
and Catching

Fundamental Skills

■

Can explain and answer questions around healthy lifestyles

■

Can hit the ball up consecutively

■

Can stop others in a fun game

Can recognise what they are good at
■

Can give an example of health choices

■

Striking for Accuracy

Can start and stop with a ball to a signal

■

■

Can control direction of a ball using various body parts

Can follow instructions well

Beanbags in
Outer Space

Year 1

Competent

■

■

■

Can recognise the diﬀerence between being active and resting

■

Can balance beanbags on various body parts

■

Can recognise and use various body parts

Able to recognise space

Beanbags in Outer Space
■

Reception

Confidence

■

■

■

Example of
Learning Outcomes

Links to National Curriculum Framework
Sessions have been designed around the early learning goals and Ofsted inspection levels,
along with extensive children, parent and teacher feedback.

HA - Can run and compete in a
race to a good standard

MA - Able to start a race and run
with good technique

LA - Able to run with good control
within their lanes

HA - Can throw a ball a good distance
with good accuracy to a given target

MA - Can throw a ball with good
direction and distance

LA - Can throw a ball in the right
direction

HA - Able to lead a team around a
trail with a map

MA - Has good map reading ability

LA - Able to recognise
N, E, S, W on a map

HA - Can move to a ball to strike it
towards a partner

MA - Can strike a ball forward
towards a partner

LA - Can strike a ball forward with
reasonable control

HA - Able to dribble the ball under
good control and change direction

MA - Able to kick the ball forward with
both feet under reasonable control

LA - Able to push the ball
forward with feet and stop with
some control

HA - Able to balance a beanbag on
various body parts while moving

MA - Able to balance a beanbag on
various body parts standing up

LA - Able to balance a beanbag on a
large body part sitting/lying down

Example of
Learning Objectives

Body Parts

Athletics

Cricket

Scatter ball

Rounder’s

Creative Play

Map Reading

Outdoor
Pursuits

Volleyball

Badminton

Tennis

Hockey

Football

Handball

Basketball

Netball

Key Sports
Covered

To provide a fully rounded learning experience in addition to the areas above, students will also learn about the following health and body related topics

Reception children will be engaged in the smaller
details of running, jumping and throwing events.
Throughout the years children develop these skills
to have the ability to compete in Year 6.

Athletics

Focusing initially on hand eye co-ordination and
moving through techniques in both Key Stages
with lots of variations of striking and fielding for
maximum progression and results.

Striking and Fielding

This unit gives children the opportunity to be
creative. From thinking of their own ways to
move, creating games and working as a team
this leads to children being able to think for
themselves and problem solve, which is really
tested in the Orienteering Unit in Year 6.

Outdoor Adventure

Skills are built throughout the years with layers
upon layers of information and techniques to
enable children to do tasks such as push or
balance a beanbag with a tennis racket to know,
understand and execute various shots for these
sports.

Net Games

Focuses more on sport such as Football and
Hockey. Using specific skills from moving a ball into
a space in Reception, to keeping control of the
ball in Year 1. Specific skills and strategies develop
skills throughout the years to enable pupils to
understand and competitively play these sports.

Invasion

Focused around invasion games which involve
throwing and catching, the unit takes simple
skills from Reception such as balancing and
moving beanbags with hands through multiple
sessions throughout the years to being able to
competitively play games such as Netball and
Basketball.

Invasion

Outline of
the Topic

Evaluating

Competing

Leading

Preparing
My Body

Going for Gold

Striking
and Fielding Teamwork

Finding Success

Net Games
for Points

Invasion
to Score

Invasion Competitive

Year 6

Specially designed P.E. lessons focusing on student progression inline with the approved National Curriculum to Ofsted exceptional inspection levels

iPEPLANNER – INFORMATION CHART

Unit Overview

OUR VISION IS TO DELIVER
We wanted to break trend and devise a unique style of lesson plan that is simple to follow and
effective to teach. Each unit has five learning objectives, each objective is taught three times in
three different ways.
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LESSON BREAKDOWN

LESSON PLAN EXPLAINED
The iPEPlanner lesson plans have been specially designed by experienced teachers for teachers
to provide clear, concise, easy to follow activities and objectives that allow for effective
monitoring of student’s abilities.

Lesson Overview

Lower Ability

Medium Ability

Briefly explains what needs to be

Shows the characteristics of students

Shows the stages and skill sets that we

reflected within each lesson and how

that are not working to the expected

would anticipate students will achieve.

this will happen.

level and also points out alternative
ideas so that they can progress.

Year Group: Year 3

Topic: Striking and Exploring

Lesson Overview
This lesson gives children the opportunity to develop their knowledge of striking
different sized objects and balls, focusing on making 'clean' contact. They will be
encouraged to evaluate one and other's performances focusing on areas for
development if necessary.

Children to show developing technique when striking a ball using
feet, hands or equipment, focusing on stance and balance. They
should be encouraged to share with a talking partner during
game evaluation.

Equipment Needed
Cones, tennis balls/rackets and variety of differently sized soft balls.
Safety Points
Ensure the space is checked and suitable for the session and that children have
appropriate kit. Discuss with children how they can safely move within the area
and the importance of keeping their heads up whilst moving. Remind children to
take care when using equipment if striking a ball or object.

Should show some degree of confidence when striking a ball in
terms of correct stance and ability to make contact with the ball
or object as well as attempting to give constructive feedback
after activities.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
Should be able to competently state what they could do better
after evaluating their own performance and begin to evaluate
others as well as strike a ball using hands, feet and striking
equipment.

To vary the speed and direction of a ball
Describe what is successful in their own and otherʼs play

Equipment

Safety

Higher Ability

At a glance this sections tells you what

Outline

information

Outlines the key characteristics which

equipment you will need to provide

which you will need to consider when

you will need to look out for in order

for the lesson.

delivering the lesson.

to recognise the students that are

of

key

safety

working to a higher ability.

To discover more about iPEPLANNER contact us

Phone: 03335 777321
hello@ipep.co.uk

www.ipep.co.uk

iPEPLANNER
A product brought
to you by iPEP

Teacher Tips

Main Activity

Teaching Points

This area gives teachers new ideas

Every lesson is split into four sections;

We believe that the best way to

on teaching styles, key teaching points

each section starts with an outline of

develop student’s abilities is to up skill

and how to link to topics etc.

what to do.

teachers.

WARM UP

MAIN ACTIVITY

LINKED GAMES

NEXT STEPS

'Touch Down' - Randomly scatter 20 - 40 cones in
an area. Children move in and out of the cones
bending down to touch the cones as they pass them.
Start at a walking pace gradually increasing the
tempo. Children collect tennis balls and place these
on top of the cones. There must be more cones than
there are balls. Each time they pass a cone with a
ball on it they must pick up the ball and move it to an
empty cone and then look for another ball to move
(SEE VIDEO 1).

'Racket Fun' - Each child to have a tennis racket and
to work with a similar ability pair facing each other
about 2 metres apart. Children hold their racket on
the ground so that it stands on its head. They then
let go and clap hands before it falls to the ground.
Try with other movements such as turn around. Get
with a partner, catch each otherʼs rackets before
they fall etc (SEE VIDEO 2).

'Down the Line' - In fours standing in a line, the first
player puts the ball on their racket and passes the
ball to the next playerʼs racket by letting it roll onto it.
The ball moves down the line like so, until it reaches
the end. The end player moves to the front and
repeats. Give a set distance to get to (SEE VIDEO
3).

'Partner Strike' - Working in similar ability partners,
children to choose one sized ball to begin with and
find a space. They must then explore different ways
of striking the ball in order to send it to their partner.
Encourage children to use as many body parts as
possible and explore the most effective. Allow
children to use the differently sized soft balls
throughout (SEE VIDEO 4).

Teacher Tips
Make sure children place the tennis balls down with
accuracy.
Additional Tips
Head up at all times when travelling.
Teaching Points
Higher abilities to catch the ball with wide fingers.

Teacher Tips
Similar ability pairings.
Teaching Points
Take some time after the activity to discuss why
some pairs were more successful than others. Look
for words like 'team work' and 'communication'.

Teacher Tips
Mixed ability groupings.

Teacher Tips
Children to start off balanced with control of their
bodies before striking.

Teaching Points
Can the children vary the speed of the ball when
necessary?

Teaching Points
Can children send the ball in the correct direction?
i.e.towards their partner.

Progression
Time limit over a set distance.

Progression
Work in groups of 3.

Progression
Vary the distance between partners to encourage
some more thought on speed.

Progression
Challenge children to see how many cones they can
touch in 25 seconds.

Each time they pick up a ball, they must
throw it in the air, catch and place it on a
cone.

2+ metres apart.

Must turn both left and right when passing
the ball.

Should be encouraged to use head, knee
and leg etc.

Children to scan for a tennis ball before
moving towards one.

Should work from a closer distance to their
partner (1 metre).

Adequate space within the group to rotate
body.

Should be encouraged to use hands and
feet when striking.

COOL DOWN / CONCLUSION

Discuss - Following on from the next steps activity, ask the children to share and evaluate the most effective methods of passing the ball. Which body parts did they use? Which body parts were better for
accuracy and control? Children should mention hands and feet being the most accurate.

Progression

Higher Ability

Lower Ability

Each area outlines progression as it is

Every section has an area for higher

There will always be lower ability

the key theme within iPEPlanner.

ability, if lessons are not challenging

students but with the correct methods

enough students will not progress.

in place all students can progress.
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ASSESSMENT

Striving To Improve Performance
iPEPlanner have created the world’s first fully
interactive assessment tool. The tool has been
created with teachers in mind to ease workload
& assessment. iPEPlanner can be done anywhere
at any time, during a lesson, in the classroom or
at home.
Achievable Targets
Like other areas of the platform, assessment has been
speci c
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Proving The Performance
iPEPlanner
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Education.
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monitoring tools then evidencing is hard.
iPEPlanner have created a simple, effective
tool to alleviate the problem.
Note Evidence
Note evidence can be used for a variety of things, from
dding notes to

esson or speci c st dent t ro g to noting

what lesson worked or didn’t work for a group of students
or ability level.
Media Evidence
Media evidence is a constant diary of notes. It can be used on
its own as a go-to, to see what progression has been made

Much More

plus acts as visual evidence.

The many features of the iPEPlanner provide
teachers with the ability to deliver effective P.E.

Objective Evidence
Objective evidence is a further progression giving you the
ability to do all of the above but also linking everything to

Here’s some of the features available:

a timeline. This can be evidence for the lesson or for the
speci c st dent

nd t eir progress

e r

c end r

Easy to view class levels

Tag Children
This function allows you to add any evidence or pictures to
n st dent in o r c ss

Ability to pass messages

gre t

to e idence different

abilities.

Changeable home screens
Teacher tracker
ndi id

st dent

es

Assess students while teaching
Video support
Teachers tips within every lesson

Note Evidence

Ability guidance within every lesson

iPEPlanner is effective
e treme

effecti e

or

t o r sc oo
e rs

e

e nd iPEPlanner
e tried to

nd

simple ways to assess and monitor students so that we
can use the information to further develop student’s
progress, now we’ve found it!
Liam Ashton - Sports Coach
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The Possibilities Are Endless
The iPEPlanner is available in three tiers dependent upon the size and requirements of your
school. Annual fees vary depending on which tier option you require and are stated below.

1 FORM ENTRY
*

£495

2 FORM ENTRY
*

£595

3+ FORM ENTRY
*

£695

If you wish to purchase as part of a cluster group or LEA, please contact us for a personalised price
* Price stated excludes VAT

Aftercare

Our Promise

iPEPlanner ensure that every school will receive all the

We promise that all schools will receive equal and complete

support that they need plus a set up and user package free

support. We welcome any feedback you have and will always

of charge. We are also available to contact and are more

look to add any new ideas or adapt our platform in any way

than happy to solve any queries or questions that you may

that we can in order to further improve our services. We are

have. We are constantly trying to improve our services and

committed to improving the standards of P.E. within schools

believe that a strong school/iPEPlanner relationship is a must.

across the U.K. and our service reflects this dedication.

For further details and to see how iPEPlanner can help your school, please contact us to arrange
a demonstration. Further training and initial set up meetings are available upon request.

Marc Sewell
Managing Director

David James
Managing Director

Jade Bramhall
Sales & Marketing Manager

Thank you to our key partners:
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Declan Friel
Primary School Teacher

FULLY INTERACTIVE P.E. PLANNER, TRACKER AND ASSESSMENT TOOL

Learning Platform Agreement

iPEPlanner ready to reinvent, personalise and perfect Physical Education nationally
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Web:
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What your school gets….

Pricing Structure

Designated support to set iPEPlanner up in your school
mont

icense to t e iPE

nner e rning p tform

Access to over a thousand detailed lesson plans
ideos mode ing e

ne form entr sc oo

*

o form entr sc oo

*
*

ree form entr sc oo
* Plus VAT

e rning points

Fully integrated assessment tool
On-going technical support
i
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p of

Your sc oo s

d t

nn

icense fee is
VAT

Fully integrated evidence tool
e c er tr c er

o con rm o r order of t e i Planner e rning p tform p e se re d t e terms
nd conditions t en sign nd ret rn t is form to e o ipep co

Sign to confirm your order & agreement with the terms and conditions
Name:

School Name:

Date:

E-mail:

Position:

Telephone:

Address:
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f of t e

o e n med sc oo - Signed:
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